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From “Let Patients Help” 
to “Get Out of My Way”:
Why some patients want 
ALL their data NOW.



Classic 

Stage IV, 

Grade 4

Renal Cell 

Carcinoma
Illustration on 

the drug company’s 

web site

Median Survival:

24 weeks



Surgery & Interleukin worked









The song



GET OUT 
OF MY WAY!



Empowerment
“Increasing the capacity 
of individuals or groups

to make choices   [about what they want]

and to transform those choices 
into desired actions & outcomes”

World Bank, 2002





@DanaMLewis





#DIYPS
(“Do-it-yourself Pancreas System”



#DIYPS: Open Source pancreas!
(“Do-it-yourself Pancreas System”



#OpenAPS users are tweeting



#OpenAPS users are tweeting



Our ability to create 

solutions of our own

is primarily limited 

by lack of data



@KatieMcCurdy
Illustrator / patient, 2012



Kate Sheridan – nasty Lyme case

•30 doctors

•15 diagnoses

•From 
star student
to unable 
to read
a single page



• “Printouts over a foot high ... 

typed it into Excel. 

• “We took her lab data, her medication treatment timelines…  

But there was more to it. She had 26 symptoms. 

• “We started tracking their severity. Our spreadsheet had not 

just clinical data but her patient data. 

• “We also added for each of those trials how she’d responded.”





Kate’s view



Kate’s view

• “I can’t tell you how powerful it is 

to be able to hold that journey in 

my hands.

• “There are many patients out 

there who have far crazier stories 

…but who do not have the tools 

to share them. I am asking you to 

help us change that.”



Michael Morris - Stage IV
colorectal (liver, lungs)





Michael Morris - Stage IV
@CureSoft: FHIR

“I’m using my data across multiple 

hospitals to put together an 

integrated solution to manage my 

care with my care team.”







YOUR backlog is already
too damn long for this.



Let patients help!



Enable a patient-side
app ecosystem

that can blossom in
directions of its own.



W e  d e m a n d  a

MEDICAL
RECORD

SPIGOT!
It’s all about ME, so it’s MINE!
Take action:   bit .ly/healthspigot
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W e  d e m a n d  a

MEDICAL
RECORD

SPIGOT!
It’s all about ME, so it’s MINE!
Take action:   bit.ly/healthspigot

Enable radically disruptive
data 
spigots: 
set yourself
on FHIR



Beware:
Pro-status-quo skeptics

will tell you we don’t want it.



Halamka not one has requested



Patientsite 2

Their reply:



But … it’s my data!
My mom’s!

Kate’s! Michael’s!





Skeptical commenter:



“A new scientific truth 
does not triumph 
by convincing its opponents
and making them see the light, 

Max Planck   Nobel Prize, 1918



“A new scientific truth 
does not triumph 
by convincing its opponents
and making them see the light, 
but rather because 
its opponents eventually die, 

Max Planck   Nobel Prize, 1918



“A new scientific truth 
does not triumph 
by convincing its opponents
and making them see the light, 
but rather because 
its opponents eventually die, 
and a new generation grows up 
that is familiar with it.”

Max Planck   Nobel Prize, 1918




